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Promoting a Just Law  
of Murder
Bryan Gibson discusses the sentencing issues 

Lawyers are famous for disagreement, but in legal circles 
one fairly tight consensus is that the law of murder 
is in a mess. The same feeling appears to exist in 

judicial and academic circles where words such as “chaotic” 
and “impenetrable” echo down corridors. The offence is both 
emblematic and problematic – the wider messages it sends 
out about how offenders are dealt with sometimes being the 
most important part. Politicians tread warily and when they 
find the nerve to act tend to get it wrong, partly from a lack of 
comprehension but mainly trying to accommodate what they 
see as public opinion. They know that murder and other killings 
evoke strong feelings and attract a punitive urge. Or do they? 
We will come to that.

Reviewing the Law of Murder
Even a long-considered Law Commission report, see www.
justice.gov.uk/lawcommission/docs/lc304, that might have 
moved things forwards has been largely shelved, though 
whether from the same kind of fears about so-called public 
opinion is hard to tell. This 2006 report recommended degrees 
of murder as in (but different to) the USA. Others have argued 
for more radical reform saying that the present common law 
offence of murder, which has evolved ad hoc over centuries 
supplemented here and there by statute, has the wrong 
focus altogether, see, Fine, Lines and Distinctions: Murder, 
Manslaughter and the Unlawful Taking of Human Life (2011), 
Morris T and Blom-Cooper L, Waterside Press, in which 
the authors seek to persuade readers that what is needed is a 
completely new law of murder stripped of problems of mens rea 
or statutory defences, based on the fact of an unlawful killing 
and with culpability a question for the Judge at the sentencing 
stage. The fact of a relatively unequivocal intention to kill 
apart, that focus has been on difficult to comprehend varieties 
of mens rea. Anyway, treating the mental element in murder as 
key misses the point. Whether intentional or otherwise there 
has been a homicide. If unlawful, what matters is how bad, a 
sentencing issue surely, not a gateway to wrangling about the 
category of killing involved? The fact of an unlawful killing is 
relatively easy to establish. The degree of culpability for any 
such killing would be better dealt with by introducing judicial 
discretion at the sentencing stage, rather than, as in the case 
of murder especially, expensive Crown Court trials designed 
to tease out the mental element of murder or its defences. 
Much of this is directly attributable to attempts to avoid a 
mandatory life sentence.

All Murders Are Different
Murders are of all kinds and no one is immune as perpetrator 
or victim: even the most placid person can misjudge what 
is right in self-defence or be pushed over the edge. No-one 
has ever catalogued the full range of circumstances in which 
murder occurs – and in a sense all murders are different to 
other murders. Nonetheless, murder is routinely described 
across the board as the most serious offence in the criminal 
calendar, allowing politicians – again purporting to know 
what the public wants – to demand a penalty to match 
and whatever the degree of culpability (as do modern-day 
apologists for a Bloody Code). 

Historically, that sentence was mandatory capital 
punishment (unless commuted by executive action) and, 
since the abolition of hanging in 1965, a mandatory life 
sentence. In justice terms, neither sentence has made much 
sense in practice, so diverse are the circumstances in which 
murder occurs. Neither the current mandatory life sentence 
for murder nor the present system of tariff-setting allow for 
sentences which match the seriousness of individual crimes, 
so that, eg, the least perturbing of “mercy killings”, smallest 
misjudgment about the reasonableness of self-defence or 
situational malfunctioning in relation to loss of self-control 
each lead to the exact same penalty as that for a predatory 
serial killing, shooting someone dead in the course of an 
armed robbery or detonating a bomb under Canary Wharf 
during the working day.

“Mandatory” as every politician knows means making 
sure the hands of the Judges are tied as far as possible (again 
in a misguided quest to please the public). In the case of 
tariffs the plot thickens, but has much to do with tensions 
generated as between the executive and the judiciary during 
Michael (now Lord) Howard’s tenure as Home Secretary 
(1993-1997) (though he never appears to have gone so far as 
to say “mandatory sentences work”, so perhaps he was not 
sure about that). Statutory tariffs were introduced by the 
Criminal Justice Act 2003, sch.21, yet another “political 
fix” to square decisions of the European Court of Human 
Rights with the wishes of the Executive. And as every 
Judge or lawyer knows, mandatory sentences bring in their 
wake attempts at circumvention – innovative argument and 
interpretation, fine lines, legal distinctions (thus running up 
the fare and creating an industry) and less real or transparent 
justice.

Further, the indefinite and misleading nature of the 
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life sentence (life does not mean life, except in a few cases, 
around 40 out of a mandatory lifer population of some 5,500) 
is not only unjust and outdated but incomprehensible to even 
those people who are better-informed about the workings 
of the criminal justice system. Life can mean all manner 
of things: Do you understand what it means, or could you 
release the offender on the right day if you were a prison 
governor? 

HOMRAG
So it is encouraging that at least some people are concerned 
enough about the situation and actively tackling the bad 
substantive law and most recently the inflexible nature of 
the penalty. A main aim of the Homicide Review Advisory 
Group (HOMRAG) is to promote a just law of murder. The 
body was set up in 2004 to operate alongside the work of the 
Law Commission during the latter’s deliberations on murder. 
A multi-disciplinary group of practitioners, academics and 
other experts (and with lay input), the group was originally 
chaired by the late Very Reverend Colin Slee, the sadly-
missed Dean of Southwark and after that by Sir Louis 
Blom-Cooper QC. The first report from the group looks at 
the nature of public opinion in relation to the mandatory 
sentence – no mean feat – but with surprising results.

Outdated and Unjust
At the end of 2011, HOMRAG produced a widely 
publicised and well-received report on “Public Opinion and 
the Penalty for Murder: Report of the Homicide Review 
Advisory Group on the Mandatory Sentence of Life 
Imprisonment for Murder” (2012), HOMRAG, Waterside 
Press. Building on a sense that the mandatory life sentence 
is outdated and unjust, HOMRAG decided to look closer 
at the troubling question of what is public opinion. Does 
the public really know that the present arrangements have 
led to inappropriate sentences and other distortions such as 
the tariff system – a system that despite being trumpeted 
as returning discretion to Judges leads to a different kind 
of inflexibility within just three tariff bands accompanied 
by rigid tariff-setting criteria? Does the public know that 
there is uncertainty about how long lifers (mandatory or 
otherwise) will actually serve in prison, exacerbated by 
problems within prison regimes, including around getting 
or making proper risk assessments, the mechanisms and 
resources needed to allow a growing band of lifers to work 
towards their tariff dates and other procedures relevant to 
the work of the Parole Board or those practitioners – the 
police and probation mainly - concerned with monitoring 
in the community on life licence? Perhaps not! So what 
does the public understand, how can it express any sound 
view, through its representatives in Parliament or otherwise? 
Harking back to the abolition of capital punishment, the 
mandatory life sentence for murder was a political fix arrived 
at in the mid-1960s to ensure that abolition of the death 
penalty made its way through both Houses of Parliament. 
HOMRAG discredits the notion of a “mythical pact” under 
which that sentence cannot now be changed because, so 
some claim, it was the price of getting abolition through 
Parliament. No such pact exists, and in any event by whom, 
with whom, on whose behalf and for how long? With this 

type of political entrenchment what chance democracy? It 
has been political fixes ever since.

So What is Public Opinion?
More to the point, HOMRAG focused on how we discern 
what the public really thinks. It relied on research published 
in 2010 by the Nuffield Foundation which found no evidence 
of widespread public support for automatically giving all 
convicted murderers a sentence of life imprisonment, see, 
Mitchell, B. and Roberts, J. V. (2010), “Public Opinion 
and Sentencing for Murder: An Empirical Investigation of 
Public Knowledge and Attitudes in England and Wales,” 
Report for the Nuffield Foundation. Coventry: Coventry 
University. 

Paraphrasing complex data, the more the details and 
facts of cases were explained to members of the public, 
the less certain they tended to be about such sentences – a 
not unusual or unknown phenomenon for anyone who has 
studied criminology. The more you know, the better you 
understand the facts, the greater the empathy with either a 
longer or shorter term. HOMRAG did not insist that the 
Nuffield research was the complete evidence - not in itself 
sufficient, “to overturn … established views which rely on 
long-held beliefs about public opinion” - but it does claim 
that the Nuffield findings “seriously challenge some political 
and policy positions so long as those involved are prepared to 
take an evidence-based approach to emotive policy issues”.

Building on this, HOMRAG argues that modern-day 
public opinion may now be by no means averse to the kind 
of changes about which the politicians seem to be so wary. 
So is the time ripe for a move to discretionary sentences for 
murder as with any other individual crime or at the very 
least further research to confirm or otherwise the true nature 
of public opinion concerning the mandatory life sentence? 
Assuming such a change did occur, some offences may still 
justify a long sentence, possibly a life sentence, but certainly 
not all. The aim would be to reflect the exact circumstances 
of individual offences. Above all, the myth that the 
public would not stand for such a change is now strongly 
contended.

Whether politicians may yet use the opportunity of the 
Sentencing and Legal Aid Bill to attempt to change the law 
remains to be seen. But HOMRAG is “in for the long-haul” 
and in the corridors of Westminster there is a fresh echo 
whenever murder or mandatory sentences in general are 
mentioned. Meanwhile, HOMRAG is turning its attention 
to other aspects of the law of murder, including a cost 
benefit analysis of murder trials compared with a better law 
of murder; the questionable nature of the whole life tariff; 
and the equally troubling law of joint enterprise in murder 
(under which marginal participants can morph into principal 
offenders). As a mark of the growing influence and standing 
of the group an announcement is expected soon that it is 
to be chaired by a senior legal figure. There is a sense that 
something is happening after 400 years of being mesmerized 
by Sir Edward Coke and 50 years since abolition. J
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